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Abstract: - Teachers must receive pedagogy training, curriculum updates with a variety of texts, and the integration of interactive methods 

in order to improve the teaching skill path for Chinese language and literature. In order to promote a dynamic and all-encompassing 

approach to education in the sector, emphasis is focused on language competency, cultural awareness, and technology integration. In this 

manuscript, Mining and Optimization Strategies for Improving the Teaching Ability Path of Chinese Language and Literature Based on 

Big Data Analysis (MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN) is proposed. Initially input datas are gathered from Chinese MNIST in CSV Dataset. To 

execute this, input data is pre-processed using Regularized Bias-Aware Ensemble Kalman Filter (RBAEKF) and it is used to identify the 

missing datas, from the dataset. Then the pre-processed datas are given to FBPINN for improve the intelligence level of teaching ability of 

the Chinese Language. In general, FBPINN does not express adapting optimization strategies to determine optimal parameters to ensure 

accurate intelligence level of teaching ability improvement. Hence, the Binary Battle Royale Optimizer Algorithm (BBROA) to optimize 

FBPINN which accurately improved the teaching ability. Then the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN is implemented in Python and 

the performance metrics like Accuracy, Precision, Recall F1-Score, and Area under the Curve (AUC) Score are analysed. Performance of 

the CTN-BMS-FRP approach attains 18.75%, 26.89% and 32.57% higher accuracy; 16.87%, 24.57% and 32.94% higher Precision and 

18.43%, 25.64% and 31.40% higher Recall when analysed through existing techniques likedisc ussing Retracted: Intelligent Analysis and 

Application of Preschool Education Language Teaching Quality Based on Deep Neural Network (IAA-PELTQ-DNN), the Convolution 

Neural Network-Assisted Strategies for Improving Teaching Quality of College English Flipped Class (TQ-CEFC-CNN), and 

Construction of Chinese Language Teaching System Model Based on Deep Learning under the Background of Artificial Intelligence 

(CTN-CLTS-ANN), methods respectively. 

Keywords: Binary Battle Royale Optimizer Algorithm, Chinese Language, Finite Basis Physics-Informed Neural 

Networks, Literature, Regularized Bias-Aware Ensemble Kalman Filter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Professionals teaching Chinese language need to reassess conventional communication channels and 

pedagogical approaches in light of the network environment, change concepts and responsibilities, restructure 

the fragmented oral Chinese teaching resources, and naturally incorporate contemporary information technology 

into conventional language instruction methods [1-3]. Using network resources to create learning processes and 

managing them by gaining access to each student's learning data over the network are skills that instructors 

should possess. Intelligent computer-assisted education systems are developed using a combination of computer 

science, pedagogy, psychology, behavioural science, and aesthetic intelligence (AI) [4-6]. In order to get the 

best teaching possible, the ultimate objective of the study is to give computers the intelligence to partially 

replace instructors by assuming the relevant responsibilities of education and instruction [7-9].The amount of 

learning space that is undoubtedly available for Chinese language instruction is increased by the openness of 

contemporary network education. The increasing interest in network learning has led to the continued 

emergence of network teaching platforms. However, because of the increasingly complicated particularity of the 

network education environment as well as its temporal and geographical separation, managers and educators 

find it challenging to collect dynamic learning information from network learners [10–12]. This results in a push 

mode of instructional materials that simply replicates the content of books and is skewed towards achieving size 

and quantity. It is now a crucial problem to provide personalised learning services and collect reliable learning 

status data from a large and diverse community of online learners [13–15]. However, because there are 

insufficient criteria for instructional efficiency and resources for teachers, it has been hard to educate every kid 

to the best of their abilities. This objective can be achieved with the help of the Intelligent Teaching System 

proposal. The time and space limits of traditional education are bypassed by current Internet-based education by 
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establishing an open learning environment [16-18]. It is essential for developing education, realizing logical 

resource allocation, and exploiting the resource advantages of diverse current education systems. 

The direction of growth for computer-aided teaching is significant: intelligent teaching. It is an approach to 

open-ended, interactive education where students are the focal point and computers serve as the media, 

simulating the thought processes of teaching specialists [19].In China, the field of intelligent computer-assisted 

instruction system research has only recently initiated. A small number of universities and research institutes are 

the primary locations where research is currently concentrated [20]. Few of these institutions have received 

thorough examination; the majority of them are demonstration and research systems. 

Drawbacks of artificial neural networks (ANNs) include their opaque decision-making, high training 

computational resource requirements, and susceptibility to overfitting with sparse data. ANNs may also have 

trouble interpreting data and managing non-stationary data, which restricts their use in crucial fields that 

demand robustness and transparency. They have a high computing resource requirement, a huge amount of 

labeled data requirement, and a potential overfitting risk. Additionally, debugging and interpretation of DNNs 

can be difficult because to their complexity, particularly in deep structures. Sensitivity to changes in data quality 

and lack of resilience to adversarial assaults are two of the disadvantages of convolutional neural networks 

(CNNs). Long-range dependencies in sequential data are difficult for them to capture, and their training requires 

a significant amount of processing power. Furthermore, a lot of hyperparameter tweaking may be necessary and 

CNNs may have trouble with spatial changes. 

Teachers can create adaptive learning models that customize teaching tactics to meet the needs of each unique 

student by integrating FBPINNs. These networks are able to recognize problem regions, evaluate language 

patterns, and provide tailored practice or tutoring sessions. Furthermore, by offering guidance on the best 

instructional sequences and material arrangement, FBPINNs can support curriculum creation. By using real-

time feedback systems, teachers can improve the quality of their instruction and more effectively address 

comprehension gaps in their pupils. 

The main contribution of this study is outlined below. 

• In this manuscript, Mining and Optimization Strategies for Improving the MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN 

is proposed. 

• Chinese MNIST in CSV Dataset is used to gather the input data. 

• To find the missing values in the input data, RBAEKF is applied. 

• Improve the intelligence level of teaching ability of the Chinese Language using  Finite Basis Physics-

Informed Neural Networks (FBPINN). 

• Ultimately identifying the input datas accurately with the application of Binary Battle Royale 

Optimizer Algorithm (BBROA).  

Remaining manuscripts arranged as below: Sector 2 Literature survey; Sector 3 Proposed method, Sector 4 

Result with discussions, Sector 5 Conclusion.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several research works presented in the literatures were based on Improving the Teaching Ability based deep 

learning; few of them were reviewed here, 

Kang, and Kang, [21] have presented the CTN-CLTS-ANN. One of the most crucial aspects of It was 

intelligence. But in terms of intellectualizing teaching content, form, and procedure, the current network 

teaching method falls well short. This study looks at how to use DL networks, which have a high potential for 

self-learning, to help them grow and become more intelligent. In order to teach students in accordance with their 

aptitudes and accurately represent the learning states and characteristics of the students, this study looks at the 

variables that affect students' learning processes, makes suggestions for variables to be included in the creation 

of a student model, and develops the model. It provides higher accuracy and it provides lower recall. 

Sensors, [22] have presented the IAA-PELTQ-DNN. The investigation's main target was the preschool-aged 

children's learning environment. In addition, it carried out an empirical investigation of the evolution of 

preschool education in Liaoning Province and developed an assessment model employing the hybrid neural 

network technique. In order to better prepare children for language learning ahead of time, the matching model 

for evaluating the quality of language instruction in preschool settings was created. Language was the 

foundation for children's information acquisition and world exploration. In order to assist children enhance their 
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communication skills and converse in the classroom with the professors and other students, language instruction 

was an essential component of early childhood education. It provides higher recall and it provides lower 

precision. 

Liu, [23] have presented the TQ-CEFC-CNN. The degree of contact among teachers and students, the students' 

enthusiasm for the material, and the teachers' competence to educate were all reflected in the behaviour of the 

students in the classroom. Assessing each student's standing in the classroom and enhancing the effectiveness of 

the flipped classroom teaching method both benefit from an understanding of and evaluation of the kids' 

behaviour and activities. Therefore, convolutional neural networks were used to identify classroom behaviour 

among students. The potential of the "flipped classroom" teaching paradigm to raise the caliber of instruction in 

college English classrooms was severely limited by the paucity of research on this topic. It provides higher F1-

score and it provides lower accuracy. 

Bowman,et al. [24] have presented The quality of teachers' use of instructional technology and their exposure to 

professional development: The mediating effect of instructors' perceptions about their own abilities and values. 

It was becoming more and more obvious that educators needed to incorporate technology into their classes in 

order to improve student learning. Among the most essential strategies for assisting educators in making better 

use of technology is the provision of professional development. Research has demonstrated that numerous 

professional development initiatives were successful in enhancing teacher’s use of technology in the classroom. 

Teachers were more likely to observe a growth in their skills and abilities when they participate in high-quality 

professional development. It provides higher F1-score and it provides lower AUC. 

Rasulovna, [25] have presented the Methods to Enhance Future Teachers' Aesthetic Skills. Many variables, such 

as the following, affect how reliable the research findings are: investigation's use of various approaches to the 

phenomenon being studied, the analysis of the findings in relation to various paradigms, an introduction to the 

application of scientific conclusions, proposals, and recommendations; the reliability of the study's analyses; the 

efficacy of experimental works carried out during the theoretical and experimental phases; mathematical-

statistical methods; and the affirmation of the results' implementation by the relevant organisations. In the 

process of preparing future professionals, the development of artistic ability which was examined from a 

pedagogical perspective and brought to a new qualitative level was a crucial component of the instruction of a 

well-balanced individual. It provides higher precision and it provides lower accuracy. 

Sanjar, and Doston, [26] have presented the Innovative methods of improving the professional skills of a teacher 

of physical culture. The goal of physical education was to build students' motor skills and abilities while also 

helping them to improve their mental and physical attributes. As the responsibilities of education, parenting, and 

rehabilitation were completed, the predetermined goals will be achieved. The primary duties of a physical 

education instructor were outlined in these assignments. The goal of education was to shape students' spiritual 

perspectives. Specialized knowledge and abilities in the area of physical education were to be provided via 

educational tasks. Sports section trainings, sports contests, and basic physical education programs were 

examples of management and organizational tasks. The goal of a physical education teacher's administrative and 

financial responsibilities was to provide funding for the physical education program. It provides higher recall 

and it provides lower accuracy. 

Nahar, [27] have presented the Improving Students’ Collaboration Thinking Skill under the Implementation of 

the Quantum Teaching Model. The objective of this research was to enhance the collaborative thinking abilities 

of students through the utilization of a quantum teaching model, a sort of cooperative learning. The application 

of the quantum teaching approach, it was concluded, can enhance the students' capacity for collaborative 

thought in Islamic Religious Education. Therefore, it was essential to develop educators' competence in 

producing quantum instructional materials, either by means of government policy efforts or separately through 

activities aimed at stimulating discussion among educators teaching Islamic religious education courses. It 

provides higher F1-Score and it provides lower precision. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

This part, MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN is proposed. This process consists of four steps: Data Acquisition, Pre-

processing, Improving and optimization. In the proposed ITACL datas undergo pre-processing to prepare them 

for further analysis. Following preprocessing, the final step involves employing a FBPINN for Improving the 

Teaching Ability. The utilization of FBPINNs in Chinese language education facilitates more effective teaching 

techniques by enabling detailed modeling of language dynamics and supporting personalized learning 
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approaches and adaptive feedback. The Binary Battle Royale Optimizer Algorithm (BBROA) method is 

introduced for the FBPINN. The block diagram of proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN approach is 

represented in Fig 1. As a result, a thorough explanation of each step is provided below. 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN method 

A. Data Acquisitions 

The input data is gathered from Chinese MNIST in CSV Dataset [28]. A hundred citizens of China participated 

in the data collection process. Using a standard black ink pen, each participant filled in all 15 numbers on a table 

that had 15 defined zones created on white A4 paper. Every participant underwent ten repetitions of this 

procedure. A 300 × 300 pixel scan resolution was used for each sheet. A dataset including 15,000 photos was 

produced as a result, with each image representing one of the fifteen characters that were used. The sole 

distinction is that every image and label in this dataset is included in a single, distinct file. 

B. Pre-processing Using RBAEKF 

In this section, pre-processing using RBAEKF [29] is discussed. In the preprocessing segment, RBAEKF is 

utilized to identify the missing values, from the input data. It combines regularization and bias-awareness 

techniques with the effectiveness of the Ensemble Kalman Filter. By reducing biases and managing 

uncertainties, this improves the accuracy of estimating system states, which is important for accurate forecasting 

in intricate environmental models. By efficiently assimilating varied learner data, it seeks to enhance teaching 

abilities in a manner similar to geoscience data assimilation. Benefits include improved prediction accuracy in 

learning outcomes, regularization of teaching strategies, and a deeper comprehension of student biases. It 

enables individualized training by taking into account the needs of each individual student and tailoring teaching 

strategies accordingly. This creative strategy creates a dynamic learning environment that allows teachers to 

modify their strategies in real time.In the bias of the estimator can be expressed in the given equation (1) 
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Where i represents a vector or matrix of observations or measurements, 
f

i  denotes the predicted or 

estimated values corresponding to the observations, jz refers to the vector or matrix of true or target values, 

represents a regularization parameter, jb  and symbolises the bias vector connected to the data. Then, using the 

provided equation (2), the regularised bias aware may be stated. 
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Where 
1−gC  represents the inverse of the covariance matrix, 

f

j  Denotes the projected or anticipated values 

corresponding to the observations, 
a

j  Denotes the projected or anticipated values associated with the 

observations. The analysis bias can be expressed in the given equation (3) 
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Where 
fJ  is the Jacobian, 

b

ip  Denotes the approximated bias vector associated with the observations, 
a

ip  

Denotes the bias vector associated with the predicted or estimated values, 
a

j  Represents the predicted or 

estimated values associated with observations, 
f

j  Denotes the projected or anticipated values s corresponding 

to the observations. In the bias aware ensemble Kalman filter can be expressed in the given equation (4) 
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Where
a

j  represents the updated or corrected values associated with the observations 

f

j  represents the projected or anticipated values corresponding to observations,   is the identity matrix, 
fK  

is the Jacobian matrix, 
f
jb  represents the projected or anticipated target values,   is a scalar parameter, ddC  is 

a covariance matrix associated with the target values, 
1−

bbC  is a covariance matrix associated with the bias 

vector. The RBAEKF has removed the noise and resamplingfrom the input signal in equation (5) 
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Where P  is the gain matrix used for the correction process, 
fC  is the covariance matrix associated with the 

predicted or estimated values, 
TM  is a matrix, b bc  is a covariance matrix associated with the target values,   

indicates the identity matrix, 
TQ  represents the Jacobian matrix. Through the use of the RBAEKF identified the 

missing values from the input data was eliminated. The pre-processed data is then supplied into the Chinese 

Language Teaching Ability Improvement. 

C. Improving Teaching Ability of Chinese Language using FBPINN  

In this section Financial Risk Prediction using FBPINN [30] is discussed. FBPINN is used to Improving 

Teaching Ability of Chinese Language. This method guarantees physical consistency while ensuring accurate 

predictions, which is important for applications in scientific domains such as material science and fluid 

dynamics. FBPINNs are excellent at capturing intricate correlations from sparse data sets. By including 

linguistic rules into neural networks, these networks hope to improve teaching capacity by guaranteeing precise 

language modeling while maintaining linguistic structure. Better comprehension of language dynamics, 

regularization of teaching strategies, and individualized education catered to each student's unique learning style 

are among the benefits. Learning techniques can be dynamically adjusted with the help of FBPINNs, resulting in 

more effective and efficient Chinese language instruction that is in line with computational modeling and 

linguistic principles. The approximate solution to the issue is determined using the following FBPINN solution 

ansatz, given a subdomain is followed by Equation (6) 
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Where, ( );XNN  denotes distinct neural network positioned on every subdomain, ( )gi  denotes denoted by 

locally confining window function, smooth and differentiable, for every network within its subdomain, inom  is 

denotes that the input vector g  has been separately normalized in each subdomain. unnorm Is denotes as a 

standard normalization that is applied to every output of a neural network and the value of  i = . Using this 

value theorem the line connecting equilibrium point is followed by the equation (7) 
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Here, 
j

ix and 
j

iy represent the midpoints of each dimension's overlapping regions on the left and right, and j

stands for every input vector dimension,
j

i denotes the set of parameters, is defined so that, In the absence of 

overlap, the window function is 0. FBPINNs are trained with the unconstrained loss function by means of 

equation (8). 

( ) ( ) SLL =
                                                                                                                           

(8)  

Where L  denoted as one of the parameter of the cyber detection and S is a term used to describe the secretion 

of detection under highly limited training. The following equation categorises the PINNs that are described, 

significantly eliminating the need for extra interface terms in the formulation of our ansatz (9) 

( ) ( ) ( )gggu 2211 coscos  +=
                                                                                       

(9)  

Where, u denotes multi-scale frequency components to choose 11 = and 152 = , i.e. There are high- and 

low-frequency components in the solution.. While the PINN can represent every cycle of the solution, as 

determined by the following equation (10), with far more accuracy and fewer training steps, the FBPINN can 

converge on the response. 
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(10)  

Where 21 gandg  is the filtration parameter for detecting the cyber-attack,


1
 is present an  algorithm for 

FBPINNs It takes inspiration from the traditional FEMs, where the sum of a finite set of fundamental functions 

with compact support provides the solution to the differential equations. However, notice that FBPINNs use the 

strong version of the governing equation, in contrast to FEMs. FBPINNs can have their training times shortened 

by training them in a highly parallel method. Finally, FBPINN is used to Improved Teaching Ability of Chinese 

Language. BBROA is employed to optimize the FBPINN optimum parameters; here SHO is employed for 

turning the weight and bias parameter of FBPINN. 

D. Optimization using Binary Battle Royale Optimizer Algorithm (BBROA) 

In this section the weight parameters andU  of proposed FBPINN are optimized using the proposed Binary 

Battle Royale Optimizer Algorithm (BBROA) [31] is discussed. It is excellent in quickly convergently and 

scalable binary solution finding for complicated problems. The advantages of this approach include its resilient 

performance in various optimization settings and its capacity to handle high-dimensional spaces. By using 

simulated competition-inspired selection mechanisms to dynamically pick and refine teaching tactics, it aims to 

enhance teaching skill. Benefits include scalable education to accommodate a variety of learning contexts, faster 

convergence in the adaptation of teaching approaches, and personalized instruction catered to individual 

learning styles. This algorithm encourages a dynamic approach to teaching, making it easier to adjust instruction 

suit each student's unique requirements and improving the efficacy of Chinese language instruction as a whole. 

1) Stepwise procedure for BBROA 

Here, a stepwise process based on BBROA is defined to obtain the optimal value of FBPINN. First, in order to 

optimise the FBPINN parameter, BBROA creates an evenly distributed population. Ideal solution promoted 

using BBROA algorithm, linked flowchart given Figure 2. 

Step 1: Initialization 

The suggested algorithm pseudo-code, which includes population initialization, population evaluation, and 

changing the parameters. The steps of the suggested BBROA are   down mathematically expression is given in 

equation (11) 
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Here, Y  is represented by matrix. 

Step 2: Random Generation  
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Random parameters were entered. Optimal Progressive value selection is predicated on their particular hyper 

parameter circumstances. 

Step 3: Fitness Function 

It uses initialised values to generate an arbitrary solution. You may find it in equation (12). 

)( andUoptimizingFunctionFitness =                    (12) 

Here U represents the increasing accuracy and   represents the increasing precision. 

Step 4: Exploration Phase U  
The BRO method randomly assigns exploration potential solutions across the issue domain, much like in Battle 

Royale games. Following this, the solutions would be compared to those of their nearest neighbours, and the 

winner would be the one with the greatest fitness value and the loser would be the other. The damage level is 

given in equation (13) 

ddd
j

gdam lclcvcUy +−=
+

)(
1

,         (13) 

Where, 
1

,

+j

gdamy is represent the damage loss of each solution, s is the random generated number, landv  is the 

upper and lower bound and dc is the problem space and  is the random generated number. Each candidate 

solution has a parameter that stores the damage (loss) level of each solution; this parameter is increased after 

each damage. Depending on the problem to be addressed, a solution may be damaged repeatedly for threshold 

duration of three to six. In this case, the solution will be reallocated is given in equation (14) 

                                  
(14) 

Where, 
d

q

gdamy 1

,

+
is the uniform range landu  is the upper and lower bound and dc is the problem space.. The 

BBROA flowchart for FBPINN optimisation is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: The BBROA flowchart for FBPINN optimisation 
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Step 5: Exploitation Phase   

Every CS is compared with the nearest one on each iteration Equation (10) states that the nearest neighbor can 

be determined using the similarity measure suggested in for binary variables is given in equation (15) 

)(, dpbestd yDYlc −=
                                                

(15)
 

Where, l is the lower bound and )( dyD is the population's overall standard deviation (n) in dimension d . 

)(, ddbestd ySDYub +=
                                                

(16)
 

Where, u  is the upper bound and )( dySD  is the population's overall standard deviation n in dimension.  

Step 6: Termination Criteria 

The weight parameter value of andU  from Finite Basis Physics-Informed Neural Networksis optimized by 

utilizing BBROA; and Until its halting requirements, 1+=YY , are satisfied, it will continue step 3. FBPINN 

is maximised with BBROA. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results of the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN technique have Improving Teaching 

Ability of Chinese Language. The proposed technique is executed on the Python. Numerous performance 

metrics are assessed, such as F1-Score, AUC, Accuracy, Precision, and Recall. The outcomes of existing 

methods like CTN-CLTS-ANN are contrasted with those of the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN [21]. 

IAA-PELTQ-DNN [22] and TQ-CEFC-CNN [23]. 

A. Performance Metrics 

Several performance measures are utilized to run tests and assess system performance. The confusion matrix is 

deemed to calculate performance metrics. Keep an eye on performance and performance indicators like as F1-

Score, AUC, Accuracy, Precision, and Recall. 

 

1) Accuracy 

The accuracy value is computed as the ratio of the count of samples successfully categorised by scheme to the 

total count of samples, which is found using equation (17). 
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=                       (17) 

2) Precision 

It assesses the predictive capacity of a sample, which is determined by equation (18), by examining its 

predictive value, which, depending on the class for which it is computed, can be either positive or negative. 

FPTP

TP
Pecision

+
=)(Pr         (18) 

3) Recall 

A metric known as sensitivity that estimates the amount of accurate positive forecasts based on the entire 

amount of positive forecasts. The measurement is determined using equation (19). 
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FNTP
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+
=         (19) 

4) F1 - Score 

Equation (20) presents a composite statistic called the F-score, which challenges techniques with better 

specificity and favours methods with higher sensitivity. 

callecision
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5) AUC Score 
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The AUC score evaluates the model's overall performance. A perfect classifier receives a score of 1.0, whereas 

an arbitrary classifier receives a score of 0.5. A higher AUC score denotes superior model performance. This is 

calculated by equation (21) 
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(21) 

B. Performance Analysis 

Figure 3 to 7 displays the simulation outputs of the MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN approach. The proposed MOS-

ITACL-BDA-FBPINN approach is compared to existing CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-CEFC-

CNN models.  

 
Figure 3: Performance Analyses of Accuracy 

Figure 3 shows Accuracy Analyses. It tracks the language competency levels of the children, highlighting areas 

that require work and improvement. While fluctuations may suggest difficulties or the need for educational 

modifications, a rising curve represents effective teaching practices. Teachers can spot patterns, modify their 

methods, and use their resources wisely by looking at this graph. In the end, it improves curriculum design, 

helps evaluate the effects of various teaching methods, and raises the standard of instruction and results in 

Chinese language learning. In this context, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN approach attains  an 

improvement of 20.82%, 21.95%, and 22.82% in accuracy as compared to the existing methods as compared to 

the existing methods CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-CEFC-CNN models respectively. 

 
Figure 4: Performance Analyses of Precision 

Figure 4 illustrates the Precision Analyses. It calculates the percentage of accurately recognized pertinent 

language abilities to all recognized language skills. A greater precision means that the teaching strategies focus 

on particular language features more successfully, which results in fewer mistakes or unrelated information. 

Teachers make use of this graph to evaluate the effectiveness of their lesson plans, pinpoint their areas of 

strength, and improve accuracy with their teaching methods. At the end of the day, the precision graph is an 

invaluable tool for improving Chinese language training and reaching more focused learning goals.In this 

context, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN method achieves increments of 26.70%, 31.24%, and 
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32.26% in Precision when compared to the existing methods CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-

CEFC-CNN models respectively. 

 
Figure 5: Performance Analysis of Recall 

Figure 5 shows recall analysis. It calculates the proportion of all relevant language skills present to those that 

were accurately identified. Greater recall shows that the training methods minimize omissions by efficiently 

covering a wider variety of linguistic features. This graphic is used by educators to assess how inclusive their 

lesson plans are, pinpoint areas that need work, and hone teaching strategies to increase student retention. After 

all, the recall graph is a useful tool for improving Chinese language training and guaranteeing a more thorough 

and successful learning process. In this context, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN approach attains 

rises of 21.88%, 20.12% and 23.89% in Recall when compared to the existing methods CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-

PELTQ-DNN and TQ-CEFC-CNN models respectively. 

 
Figure 6: Performance Analyses of F1 score 

Figure 6 shows F1-Score Analyses. A composite measure called F1-score. It provides a thorough assessment of 

teaching efficacy by combining various metrics. The F1-score graph displays the harmonic mean of recall and 

accuracy, which provides a comprehensive assessment of instructional performance. An improved balance 

between accurately addressing pertinent language abilities and covering a wide variety of linguistic features is 

indicated by a higher F1-score. Using this graph, teachers can adjust their methods and make sure that Chinese 

language training is accurate and thorough, which will improve student learning results and provide a more 

well-rounded command of the language. Here, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN method attains 

22.44%, 26.45%, and 33.96% higher F1-Score for comparing to the existing CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-

DNN and TQ-CEFC-CNN models respectively. 
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Figure 7: Performance Analysis of AUC score 

Figure 7 shows AUC score analysis. The assessment evaluates how well instructional methods can accurately 

categorize language skills at varying degrees of proficiency. An understanding of the thoroughness and 

correctness of training can be gained from the AUC score graph, which shows the trade-off between sensitivity 

and specificity (true negative rate). An increased AUC value signifies an enhanced ability to distinguish 

between language proficiency and non-proficiency. By utilizing this graph, teachers can better tailor their 

lessons and differentiate their training for a wide range of students, which will ultimately result in increased 

competency in the Chinese language. In this context, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN method 

achieves improvements of 4.66%, 5.22%, and 3.54% in AUC when contrasted with the existing technique  

CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-CEFC-CNN models respectively. 

C. Discussion 

Everything, the surroundings, and information that may be utilized to further teaching and learning in the 

information age can be considered educational resources. Thus, objects that may be utilised to establish a 

Chinese learning environment might be considered teaching materials when it comes to teaching the language. 

In the FBPINN improved the intelligence level of teaching ability of the Chinese Language and RBAEKF has 

utilized to identify the missing datas from the dataset. Numerous performance metrics are assessed, such as F1-

Score, AUC, Accuracy, Precision, and Recall. The outcomes of the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN 

techniques are contrasted to those of current techniques like CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-

CEFC-CNN. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this section, MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN was successfully implemented. The proposed CTN-BMS-FRP is 

implemented in python. The proposed method MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN is used to improve the intelligence 

level of teaching ability of the Chinese Language. Across diverse evaluation metrics, the method consistently 

showcases substantial enhancements in Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Score, and AUC. As a result, the deep 

learning improving models that have been constructed can enable very accurate and dependable improve the 

intelligence level of teaching ability of the Chinese Language and identify the missing datas from the dataset.In 

comparison to existing methods, the proposed MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINNmethodology achieves 20.82%, 

21.95%, and 22.82%  high accuracy, 21.88%, 20.12% and 23.89% high precision, 26.70%, 31.24%, and 32.26% 

high Recall, 22.44%, 26.45%, and 33.96%high F1-Score, and 4.66%, 5.22%, and 3.54% high AUC are 

compared with existing methods like CTN-CLTS-ANN, IAA-PELTQ-DNN and TQ-CEFC-CNNrespectively. 

In the future, the ensemble learning process will improve the performance of the MOS-ITACL-BDA-FBPINN 

approach. The future goal setting of Chinese language education is forecasted, and it is noted that this field has 

promising growth potential and merits more investigation and planning. 
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